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11 Luke Slater - Are You There? 

Fawn - Vengeance 
Darren Price - Airspace 
JB3 - Forklift (Luke Slater Filtered Remix) 
Steve Stoll presents 
The Blunted Boy Wonder - Metropolis 

16 Speedy J - Pure Energy (Remix) 
Emmanuel Top - Lobotomie 

18 Plastikman - Sickness 

ICD2 
11 Darren Price - Blueprints 

JB3 - Curb (Dave Angel Remix) 
Aftrax - The Mask (Swept Q) 
Luke Slater - Freek Funk (Bark Mix) 
3 Phase - Kong 

16 Steve Stoll presents 
The Blunted Boy Wonder - Circuit Sex 
Space DJ’z - AK47 

18 Speedy J - Patterns (Remix) 
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Rewind 1993, birthdate NovaMute, Mute’s original dysfunctional sibling. A label torn 
kicking and screaming from the belly of Mute Records, a label to satisfy the parent 
company’s love of the electronic pulse, a label to take things further into the dark heart 
of the sampler and synth. Fond of laughing in the face of expectations, NovaMute has 
never been an easy child. Always preferring the unexpected, the label has set a 
standard documenting the often highly idiosyncratic output of many of Europe’s finest 
electronic renegades. Never one to tame the extremes of their roster, their artists have 
benefited from the open-mindedness of the label’s philosophy. The result? A salvo of 
critically loved and sometimes blindly misunderstood records that have often shaken 
electronic music’s foundations. Five years is a long time in music, but one thing has 
remained constant, NovaMute’s ability to keep on pushing the envelope and redefining 
the way we look at dance music in the 1990’s. The strongest evidence? Their roster 
includes Speedy J, Luke Slater, Plastikman, Joey Beltram and Darren Price. Let the 
music speak for itself. Case closed. 

[CD1 
1 Luke Slater Are You There? 

| Written and produced by Luke Slater. Recorded at Space Station 0. Copyright Control. 
■ Taken from the LP ‘Freek Funk.’ 
IA track sliced from his recent, highly acclaimed LP ‘Freek Funk,’ an album that provoked a string 
I of salivating reviews from the British press with ‘album of the month’ awards in Mixmag, Muzik, 
I Mojo and Wax magazines. With its stark electro rhythms, ‘Are You There?’ showcases one side of | 
la highly versatile artist. With live plans already coming to fruition and ideas of expanding his 
I repertoire to include the organic sound of the guitar and drums in his musical vision, Luke Slater 
lis not a man content with standing still for too long. 

(2 Fawn - Vengeance 
I Written by Fawn. Produced by Mark Bell at LFO studios. Copyright Control, 
i Also available: ‘Fawn EP.’ 
J “Why did I call myself Fawn? It’s a contradiction because the music is really hard and a fawn is a 
I baby deer.” Mark Bell, erstwhile member of Leeds’ LFO (Warp), goes some way to explain the 
I individual and often brutal nature of one of his current solo projects. An exclusive track to the 
I compilation, ‘Vengeance’ is a slab of aggravating electronic music that strikes fast and hard. 
■ Along with his solo projects such as Lofthouse and Speedjack, Mark Bell has established his 
I name as one of the leading producers of electronic music with his recent work on Bjork’s 
1‘Homogenic’ LP. A revered name from the past securing his right for recognition in the future. 

13 Darren Price - Airspace 
I Written and produced by Darren Price, recorded at Under The Flightpath LHR. 
J Copyright Control. Taken from the LP ‘Under the Flightpath.’ 
■ With a studio directly under the flight path of Heathrow airport, London born Darren Price is 
I rocked to the sound of Boeing 747’s every five minutes, yet out of this sonic bombardment, 
I Darren has managed to craft an album of decidedly angelic techno, wrapped in lush string 
I arrangements and deep hypnotic beats. Darren couldn’t call his album anything but ‘Under The 
I Flightpath.’ Gaining confidence and experience as Underworld’s official DJ on their last world tour, f 
I Darren looks set to consolidate his position in 1998 with further recording work, collaborations 
land a future tour with Underworld. 



4 JB3 - Forklift (Luke Slater Filtered Remix) 
Written by Joey Beitram. AH sounds created by Joey Beltram. Recorded at On-One. 
Remixed by Luke Slater. Published by BMG / UFA. Original version appears on the LP 
‘Close Grind.’ 
A track courtesy of a legend. It’s hard to believe that Joey Beltram is still only 26, it seems as 
though this tough young graffiti artist from Queens, NYC has lived his life ten times over since he 
first came to the dance world’s attention with the now legendary ‘Energy Flash.’ Recording for 
NovaMute under his JB3 moniker, Beltram delivered an album of deeply stark yet highly danceable 
gems on his 1996 LP ‘Close Grind’. Luke Slater’s remix of the track ‘Forklift’, taken from the 
album, has now reached classic status, providing a cornerstone for many techno DJ’s sets across 
the globe. 

5 Steve Stoll presents 
The Blunted Boy Wonder - Metropolis 

Written, mixed and produced by Steve Stoll. Published by Les Editions. Taken from the 
single ‘Crossroads.’ New LP to follow in 1998. 
Steve Stoll has the strangest set of credentials you’re ever likely to come across. Ex-US army and 
a Gulf veteran, Stoll first came to music as the drummer in the industrial outfit KFDM. Since 
ditching the drum sticks and bullets, Stoll has progressed through a series on aliases including his 
Blunted Boy Wonder moniker to unleash a series of brutally minimal techno assaults. Taken from 
his recent ‘Crossroads EP,’ ‘Metropolis’ is a dear definition of Stoll’s works with its stripped down 
New York sound. Stoll has clear plans for 1998 with an album and live shows to take him beyond 
the confines of his New York base. 

6 Speedy J - Pure Energy (Remix) 
Written and prod'iced by Jochem Paap. Published by Speedy J Music / L.E.C. 
Original version appears on the LP ‘Public Energy No 1.’ 
Unconventional and uncompromising, the music of Speedy J, aka Jochem Paap, manages to set 
it’s own boundaries. 1997’s album for NovaMute, ‘Public Energy Nol ’ was possibly THE techno 
release of the year, a harsh exercise in industrial noise terrorism with its walls of electronic white 
noise and crashing metallic beats. The album was also afforded the status of Muzik magazine’s 
‘Album Of The Month.’ The subsequent live shows around Europe showcased Speedy J’s highly 
individual and varied talents. ‘Pure Energy’, a track taken from the album, has been exclusively 
remixed for this LP. 

7 Emmanuel Top - Lobotomie 
Written and produced by Emmanuel Top at Le Studio Des Ondes. Published by Top 
Editions. Also available: LP ‘Asteroid.’ 
The enigmatic Emmanuel Top has been responsible for a string of dance floor friendly Euro hits in I 
the past, including the likes of BBE’s ‘Seven Days and One Week’ and Age of Love’s self-titled 
offering . Yet trading under his own name, Emmanuel Top has managed to sketch out a 
catalogue’s worth of immense, hypnotic symphonies dripping with acidic menace. His recent 
album for NovaMute, ‘Asteroid,’ was a dark masterpiece effortlessly blending moments of deep 
meditation with soaraway soundtrackesque sweeps. ‘Lobotomie,’ which pre-dated the LP, 
became a firm favorite of the Chemical Brothers, featuring as a centre piece of their eclectic DJ 
sets. 

8 Plastikman - Sickness 
Written and produced by Richie Hawtin. Recorded at UTK, Windsor, Canada. 
Published by Mute Song (Adm. by Windswept Pacific Entertainment Co. in the US and 
Canada) / Plus 8. Licensed from Plus 8. Also available: LP’s ‘Recycled Plastik,’ ‘Sheet 
One’ and ‘Musik,’ 
Richie Hawtin, aka Plastikman, emerged from the sleepy confines of Windsor, Canada, armed only | 
with a drum machine and a brutally warped sense of imagination. A maverick in the truest sense, 
he unleashed a barrage of tracks stripped to their rawest essentials, yet with an unnerving ability 
to claw their way into the unconscious mind of the listener and take up residence. Spurred on by 
the close proximity of techno central, Detroit to his home town, Richie Hawtin set about rewriting 
the rule book with the bleak minimalism of his 2 albums ‘Sheet One’ and ‘Musik.’ His first output 
for over a year, ‘Sickness,’ confirms Hawtin’s unfaltering vision to continue his quest for the 
perfect soundtrack to a mental breakdown. Ruthless stuff. 1998 will see the Plastikman 
masterplan unfold further. 

CD2 
1 Darren Price - Blueprints 
Written and produced by Darren Price. Recorded at Under The Flightpath, LHR. 
Copyright Control. Taken from the LP ‘Under the Flightpath.’ 

jit’s something intangible, something beyond the realms of an instruction manual, yet Darren Price | 
ems fully versed in the rudiments of ‘soul.’ ‘Blueprints,’ a track released as a single pre-dating 

jhis critically acclaimed LP ‘Under The Flightpath,’ shares a common thread with his Detroit 
musical brethren with its lush orchestrated moments jostling for equal space with a relentlessly 
pounding, complex beat. Brought up on a steady diet of electro and motor city techno, it seems 
Darren Price’s education has been a success. 



2 JB3 - Curb (Dave Angel Remix) 
Written by Joey Beitram, AH sounds created by Joey Beltram. Recorded at On-One. 
Published by BMG / UFA. Original version appears on the LP ‘Close Grind.’ 
Two old school heavyweights meet head to head. The direct urgency of Beltram’s ‘Curb,’ taken 
from the ‘Close Grind’ LP, is nurtured yet never tamed by the increasingly disco influenced touch 
of Dave Angel. A perfect match with the hard nosed disco feel of the track teased out by the hand 
of Mr. Angel. 

3 Aftrax - The Mask (Swept Q) 
Written by Andy Ford. Recorded at Traxion Recordings, Edinburgh. 
Published by Mute Song. Taken from the single ‘Aftrax EP.’ 
A lost classic from the NovaMute vaults. Recorded and released well over two years ago, this 
track, featured on the ‘Aftrax Extended Play’ single, caused something of a stir, provoking Josh 
Wink and his Ovum label to fight over the rights to release this gem. Indeed the track remained a 
cornerstone of Josh Wink’s DJ sets for months. Written and produced by the Scotland based 
Andy Ford, to date, this was his one and only release for NovaMute. 

4 Luke Slater - Freek Funk (Bark Mix) 
Written and produced by Luke Slater. Recorded at Space Station 0. Copyright Control. 
Original version appears on the LP ‘Freek Funk.’ 
Luke Slater has, in the past, preffered the anonymity of a string of aliases. Trading under the guise 
of 7th Plain, Clemetine, and Planetary Assault Systems, Luke’s name has become synonymous 
with quality techno and daring production work. Now, possessing the confidence to proclaim the 
work his own by operating under his own moniker, Slater’s vision has come to fruition. ‘Freek 
Funk,’ the single taken from the album of the same name, is a clear indication of the unlocked 
potential Luke Sla+er is beginning to exhibit. As individual as the likes of Can, as cosmic as the 
likes of Sun Ra, Luke Slater is a name for the 21st Century. Take note. 

5 3 Phase - Kong 
Written and produced by Sven Roehrig. Published by BMG. 
Also available: LP ‘Schiangenfarm.’ New album to follow in 1998. 
The intriguingly reclusive Sven Roehrig emerges out of the dark confines of his Berlin studio base 
to deliver this exclusive track, a stern doctrine and a reminder of glories past. Last heard on his 3 
Phase album for NovaMute, ‘Schiangenfarm,’ Roehrig is possibly best known for his collaboration 
with Dr. Motte on the track ‘Der Klang Der Familie,’ which became a Love Parade anthem in 1992 
and was subsequently released both on NovaMute and Derrick May’s label Transmat. This year, 
Roehrig also remixed Depeche Mode’s ‘Barrel of a Gun,’ at the band’s request. A perfectionist, 3 
Phase has been honing his own peculiar skills over the past couple of years in preparation for an 
album to be released sometime in 1998. 

Steve Stoll presents 
The Blunted Boy Wonder - Circuit Sex 

Written, mixed and produced by Steve Stoll. Published by Les Editions. 
Taken from the single ‘TimesSquare.’ 
Handing over the exclusive rights to the Steve Stoll name via The Blunted Boy Wonder project, 
Stoll has gifted NovaMute the opportunity to tap into a rich vein of the purest New York techno, 

f Carrying on in the tradition of the likes of Damon Wild, Steve Stoll operates with the minimum of 
jthe fuss yet with the maximum of impact. Stripped to it’s rudiments, ‘Circuit Sex,’ taken from 
J? ‘TimesSquare,’ his first EP for NovaMute, is pure Steve Stoll: lean, mean, functional and to the 
I point. Already a veteran of the live circuit, Stoll plans to roadtest his forthcoming LP across 
1 Europe in 1998. 

7 Space DJ’z - AK47 
| Written and produced by the Space DJ’z-Jamie Bissmire and Ben Long. 

Copyright Control. Also available: Single ‘Rate of Change.’ 
i- This exclusive track is named after a potent brand of Dutch skunk-weed rather than the famed 
Skilling machine. Straight out of the urban sprawl of North London, the Space DJ’z are made up of 
;; Jamie Bissmire (part of Bandulu) and Ben Long. Having received a worthy apprenticeship DJ’ing 
{ at London’s legendary Lost parties, the duo have taken the Axis template and applied their own 
| uniquely British take on the Detroit sound. Inspired by a love of electro and hip hop, Jamie and 

Ben have released a cl jtch of singles under this moniker for both NovaMute and Scotland based 
1 Soma Records. 

8 Speedy J - Patterns (Remix) 
Written and produced by Jochem Paap. Published by Speedy J Music / L.E.C. 
Original version appears on the LP ‘Public Energy No 1 

i Ditching convention and the norm, Speedy J has created some of the most intriguing sounds of 
, 1997. Industrial techno funk goes some way to define the epic grandeur of Speedy J’s work, yet 
| using any traditional structures of definition is pointless. An inhabitant of Rotterdam, Speedy got 
| his name as a consequence of his lighting fast DJ techniques. A hip hop DJ by trade, Speedy 
I found recognition following the critical praise of his first two LP’s, ‘Ginger’ and ‘G Spot.’ ’Patterns’ 
5 is taken from his third LP ‘Public Energy No. 1,’ an album of dazzling individuality. Speedy 
1 continues to work constantly on refining his sound and pushing his enormous capabilities. 

; Sleeve notes by The Quillster. 
| Special thanks to Daniel Miller. 
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| Mail Order available from 429 Harrow Road, London W10 4RE. 
(Send s.a.e. or phone 24 hour credit card hotline 
1+44 (0) 181 964 0029 or fax +44 (0) 181 964 3722. 
| Mute Liberation Technologies - http://mutelibtech.com/mute/ 
[This compilation ©&©1998 Mute Corporation. 
All rights reserved. 
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